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Steam is the best method of treating soil because: it
is quick, and the soil may be planted as soon as it cools;
it destroys all pathogens, weeds, etc. whereas some chemi
cals do not; no toxic after effects result from treatment
of inert-type soils; it can be used without injury to nearby
plants or humans. Even including the prorata cost of a
boiler, steaming cost is lower than treatment with
chemicals.

While there are many methods of applying steam to
soil its diffusion in each case is through the continuous
pores of the soil to the cold area where it condenses, re
leasing a large quantity (b. t. u.) of heat at low intensity
(a maximum of 212°F). It moves at an advancing front
(212° on one side and unheated on the other) which
varies from 1 inch or less in width and efficient high flow
rates or proximity to the input, to several inches wide
with low flow rates or greater distance from the input.

In this zone of heating, the steam mingles with the pore
air, producing an even richer mixture as the temperature
rises and the air is pushed out. A ready escape for this
expelled air must be provided.

Steam moves about twice as fast upward through soil
as downward or sideways. A given soil has a maximum
condensing rate for steam, and once this is exceeded
"blow outs" occur. Once a "blow out" of steam from the

soil occurs, steam is bled from the rest of the treatment
area and heating is greatly reduced. Greatest efficiency is
obtained just below this point, through balancing the
steam flow rate and the quantity of soil treated. It is best
to pipe the steam to the soil, so that no spot is more than
6 inches from a steam outlet.

Since steam penetrates very poorly into compacted soil,
thorough cultivation to the desired treatment depth is re
quired. Soil moisture beyond that required for good plant
ing tilth decreases efficiency because of the increased heat
capacity and diminished pore size.

Line pressure is lost when steam is released into soil.
There is actually no worthwhile advantage in heat trans
fer from the use of either high pressure or superheated
steam over that of very low-pressure (free-flowing) steam.
Atemperature of 180°F for 30 minutes provides adequate
treatment. The problem is to efficiently distribute the
large volume of high pressure steam from the lines in such
a way that it may condense on a large number of soil
particles.

Subsurface steaming—Some of the oldest and most
efficient methods apply steam to soil through buried per
forated pipes or tiles. These pipes should be placed so
that the distance from the pipe to the top is at least twice
that from the pipe to the bottom or to the plow sole. The
bottom corners usually heat slowly, and these should be
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either blocked off with triangular pieces of wood or the
treatment continued until they are heated. The soil should
be covered with a tarp for heat retention only after the
soil is heated. [For practical reasons the cover usually is
put in place before steaming. It should be loose in several
places to permit escape of air.]

Surface (Thomas) Steaming—Steam is applied to a
covered area of the soil surface, and diffuses downward
through the pores. This method has a natural disadvan
tage in that steam moves less rapidly downward than up
ward through the soil. For this reason, conditions must
be optimal for effective surface treatment of more than 8
inches of soil. It is not recommended for field use.

Because the air is displaced downward by steam as the
temperatures rise, there must be provision for its escape.
This is provided by open cracks in the bottom of raised
benches or by open tiles in ground beds. In ordinary
ground beds the air must be pushed downward, outward,
and then up again. In loose soil this definitely restricts
steam diffusion; if soil is not deeply tilled or the area out
side the beds is a compacted walk or pavement, downward
steam flow is almost prevented, and the inefficient heating
is from percolation of condensed hot water. The method
is almost worthless on benches with tight bottoms or on
beds with inadequate bottom drains, but is excellent to 10
inches depth in beds with loose soil and relatively open
bottoms.

Vault Steaming—Containers of soil are placed in a
closed vault into which steam is released without pressure.
Steam is released into the top or bottom of the vault and
mixes with the air, which is pushed out with about equal
efficiency through cracks around the door or around the
bottom, or through a valve at the top. The air displace
ment is very slow and reasonably uniform. Because there
are usually some unpredictable areas of very slow heating
the time should extend somewhat longer than necessary to
heat the soil at test points. Furthermore, the containers
should be separated about */2 incn m eacn direction to
permit ready flow of steam.

Heating of soil in the containers results from the dif
fusion of steam into the open top and through openings
in the bottom and sides and from the very slow transmis
sion of heat through the container walls. For this reason
the last point to heat in a clay pot, metal can, wood box,
or flat is in the center about two-thirds of the distance
down from the top. In an unperforated can of soil the
point of slowest heating is the center about three-fourths
of the distance from the top. Probably no container should
hold more than l/2 cu. ft. of soil (about 9y? x 91/2 x 91/.
inches) for efficient or dependable vault steaming. [1
bushel=about 1 cu. ft.]

Steam Rake—The steam rake is a harrow-like device
which consists of a series of vertical chisels mounted on a
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hollow steam header pipe: it is drawn slowly through the
soil hy a powered winch. Steam is released from short
pipes trailing behind the chisels, as well as from the
header pipe under the trailing larp. Thus, a combination
of moving subsurface and surface treatment is applied.
Because steam is released at points 11 inches or more
apart, the rake must not be moved forward so fast that the
expanding spheres of steam do not have time to meet, or
else strip treatment will result. Practically, this means
moving only 6-.'! inches per minute. The large volume of
steam is injected into a small volume of soil and the con
densing capacity of the soil is frequently exceeded, with
consequent "blow outs." In clay soils the trailing pipes
lend to form mud lubes which conduct the steam lo the

rear and away from the area to be heated. It is imprac
tical to increase forward speed hy decreasing the distance
between chisels, because this would increase the mechani

cal drag and cause soil to pile up ahead of the header
pipe. This device, although presently much used, is likely
to he dropped because of its deficiences.

These difficulties seem largely to be eliminated by a
steam blade now being developed in California and in The
Netherlands. Steam is released from the trailing edge of
a horizontal flat blade which is moved through the soil
just above the plow sole or bench bottom. The surface is
healed by steam released under a trailing surface tarp.
Because of the large area of contact between soil and
steam, the forward speed can be greatly increased over
that of the steam rake. The thermal efficiency of these
units is high.

I'xilh the steam rake and steam blade may be used on
beds or benches as well as in the field. It is essential in

either case that tin; soil be well tilled to the depth of treat
ment desired, and that there be no clods remaining.

Titus New Agent In Nassau

Bill Titus is a new Assistant County Agent in Nassau
County. He is replacing George Runge. Bill graduated
from Cornell in 1951. spent two years in the Army and
then three years with G.L.F. Bill's major interest will be
with the nurserymen in Nassau County.

The 1960 Census

Of Horticulture Specialties
The I960 Census of Horticulture Specialties, a special

census of nursery and greenhouse products, will be con
ducted by the Bureau of the Census early in 1960. This
special census is a part of the 1959 Census of Agricul
ture. A questionnaire will be mailed immediately after
Christmas to producers with sales of 82.000 or more hor
ticultural specialty products in 1959. The questionnaire
is to be completed and returned to the Bureau of the
Census within 30 days.

Data regarding the production of nursery and green
house crops have been obtained by special censuses in
connection with only three previous farm censuses. The
first special census was made in 1890. the second in 1930,
and the most recent in 1950. In the ten year period since
the last census nursery and greenhouse production has un
dergone more and greater changes than in any similar
period of our history. Through the coming special cen
sus measures of the nature and extent of these changes
will be secured. Up-to-date statistics concerning this type
of specialized agriculture- will provide the basis for future
planning of operations, production facilities, research,
product design, advertising and marketing.

This special census is supported by the Society of Amer
ican Florists and the American Association of Nursery
men. Trade groups of florists, nurserymen, bulb growers
and flower seed producers cooperated with the Census
Bureau in planning for the census.

The information of this census will be provided by
growers of cut flowers, flowering and foliage plants, cul
tivated florist greens, nursery stock, bulbs, flower seed,
vegetables grown under glass and propagated mushrooms.
The census will not cover establishments operated by
wholesalers, brokers, landscapers, arborists, retail llorists
and seedsmen, who are not growers.

Data furnished by individual establishments will be
seen only by employees of the Bureau of the Census. The
Act of Congress providing for the Census of Agriculture
prohibits the use of census information for purposes of
taxation and investigation. Statistics will be tabulated and
published in such a form that the operations of a single
establishment will not be revealed.

According to the special 1950 Census the total value of
nursery, greenhouse and other horticultural specially
crops sold in this country during 1949 amounted to 392
million dollars. These sales in the United States represent
1.8 percent of the value of all farm products sold. Flowers
and flowering plants grown for sale accounted for 235
million dollars of this total. Sales of nursery products
totaled 98 million dollars in 1919. Vegetables grown un
der glass, flower seeds, vegetable plants, bulbs and mush
rooms produced for sale totaled almost 58 million dollars.
California was the leading state in sales of horticultural
specialty products in 1919 with a total of almost 17 mil
lion dollars. New York was second with over 34 million
dollars and Pennsylvania third with 33 million dollars.


